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Game Information

Clickdraw is an addictive completely RNG western clicker game

To play the game you select a location that you think the enemy will move to and a location that you want to move too, when
you draw your weapon if you select the location that the enemy moved too then you will hit them and vice versa.

Each enemy has a different skill that you will have to overcome, the goal is always to hit the enemy 3 times but some enemies
wear armour that you will have to get through, if you get hit 3 times you will lose

It also has local multiplayer, just don't let your friends see where you clicked!

It's Simple But Addictive.

Trading Cards

Yes This Game Has Trading Cards

Achievements

This game is great for Achievement Hunters! it has lots of achievements!
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clickdraw clicker

Game wont even start i tried creating name pressed create nothing happend after waiting 4 mins to connect to server waste of
time dont even bother. Easy to play and fun.. Big Action Mega Fight is a very simple beat-em-up, but it's still fairly enjoyable,
mainly due to the fun cartoony style, cheesy humour, and the classic feel that the music and sound effects bring. Oh, and it
works well with an Xbox style controller - I used an 8Bitdo FC-30 Pro in xinput mode.

There's a lot of short stages in Big Action Mega Fight, which start out incredibly easy but slowly get... less easy. Most stages
simply have the objective of "kill all the goons" but every now and then you'll get a stage where you have to "kill all the goons
within a time limit". I attempted to get a three star rating on every level, but the final level just felt impossible to achieve this,
though it's not hard to beat - it's just hard to beat with the high score they expect of you to get three stars.

My major gripes with this game are:
1) No interesting combos to string together, mostly just jab, jab, uppercut, and sometimes maybe you throw something (or
someone) at someone (or something).
2) No multiplayer (not even local) with the developer stating there is no intention of ever adding multiplayer.
3) You're randomly given a special attack for each stage you play instead of being able to select it. Honestly the first special
attack you get is the best, so why are the others even there?
4) I might have missed something, or blacked out, but I don't recall any boss fights. I get the feeling that there might be
something more if I got 3 stars on all levels, but since I saved the guy and got all the achievements, I'm done here.

Despite those gripes I still had a reasonably good time playing Big Action Mega Fight, there's just a lot of room for
improvement. Go in expecting a very elementary beat-em-up and you might enjoy yourself too.

5.5 out of 10, would FISTNADO, but only just. Buy it on sale if you do.. If you like these types of games or indie games in
general, or maybe you just don't have anything to play atm but you just wanna play something? Then this game might be for
you!?

This game is not "groundbreaking or a crazy RPG-game" but a very good & kind of simple game with fun gameplay &
exploration.

Alrighty then, It took me just over 7 hours to complete the first episode\/story of this isometric game while I was exploring all
the zones, I really enjoyed it and want a episode two! :D

___________________________________________
+Graphics - I really like the medieval setting & art style in this game. "Weather effects looks good"

+Gameplay - Is responsive and satisfying when you block\/parry and counter attack. You need to eat or sleep to regain HP.

+Sound - Good sound actually, really like the thunder!

+Interface - Very clean and simplistic, I like that you have to read the dialog yourself, I get a old school "nostalgia trip" from it
haha, oh I feel so old now..

+Weapons\/Armor - You can loot better gear from enemies or buy it from vendors. "You can get gold from looting enemies or
selling stuff to a vendor"

+World - The world have a pretty decent size with 11 different zones and 2 dungeons "I believe it was", one where I almost got
killed & lost in because there was different ways to run but eventually I found my way out by dragging a table to an edge and
jumped out. So the exploration is really fun in this game!

+Story - The story was a little short but very interesting and I really enjoyed it, but now I wanna know what happens next! "if
there will be a episode two" :)
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___________________________________________

 I actually like the game and are kind of impressed by the solo developer of this game that apparently have created the game &
the engine by himself!

I really recommend this game, It's totally worth the low price to support the solo-developer for future content!. Hello Friends.
Because of this weapon, Australian players are forced to play the low violence version of the game. This weapon is basically a
alien probe you stick up people's \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 and shoot them into the air.

Recommended for new weapon, but im not too happy that Australians are forced to play low violence version thanks to this
weapon.
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Played for a little bit, it was okay.
[literally]. Most manly game ever. This game gets to the goddamm point. And shoves it's furry♥♥♥♥♥in your face. You play
as the Doom Kitten, a ruthless killer sent to destroy the forces of hell. This game was so manly that Arnold
Shwarzenegger♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥himself whilst watching the trailer. 10/10 Kitten Points for maximum brutality.. Every single
person who bought this DLC has, at one point, attempted to drift the 86 on the Mt. Akina mod.
And failed horribly.
But thanks to the SOL mod, you can do that at night!

Also please, listen to something other than Deja Vu. There's better Eurobeat out there.. Here we have an extremely well
polished mech game in VR - the perfect platform for such a game! I’m one hour in so far, playing the on-the-rails solo
campaign, and really enjoying it. Voice acting is top notch, the story is great so far, and the sense of scale is awe-inspiring. I had
some trouble starting it up… the game kept griping about my Vive headset and Vive controllers, but I was able to get into and
play the game fully by just skipping past those two errors. Really enjoying what I’m seeing so far, and looking forward to getting
into the off-the-rails free roaming mode later on! Thumbs: UP!. Great conclusion of very good horror adventure games series.
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